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The case for funding frontier carbon removal

Build a carbon removal portfolio by 
helping promising new solutions get 
down the cost curve and scale up
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Learning curves
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Today By 2040

Permanence
Stores carbon permanently

>1,000 years >1,000 years

Physical footprint
Takes advantage of carbon sinks less constrained by arable land

Yes Yes

Cost
Has a path to being affordable at scale

- <$100 per ton

Capacity
Has a path to being a meaningful part of the carbon removal solution portfolio - >0.5 gigatons per year

Additionality
Results in net new carbon being removed rather than taking credit for removal that would have 
occurred regardless

Yes Yes

Verifiability
Uses scientifically rigorous and transparent methods for monitoring and verification

Modeled or measured directly Modeled or measured directly

Net negative lifecycle
Results in a net reduction in atmospheric CO₂

Negativity ratio ≤ 1 Negativity ratio < 1

Safety & Compliance
Legally compliant, responsibly and actively engaging with the public to determine and mitigate 
possible risks and negative externalities

Path to high High

Stripe Climate target criteria
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Governance Energy Systems

Ecosystem Ecology Mineralization Direct Air Capture

Oceans

Holly Jean Buck, PhD Wil Burns, PhD Anna Dubowik Petrissa Eckle, PhD 

Erika Foster, PhD Katherine Vaz Gomes Steve Hamburg, PhD Susana Garcia Lopez, PhD

Zach Quinlan Vikram Rao, PhD Phil Renforth, PhD Olufemi Taiwo, PhD

Shannon Valley, PhD Mijndert van der Spek, PhD

University at Buffalo American University Negative Emissions Platform ETH Zurich

Perdue University University of Pennsylvania Environmental Defense Fund Heriot-Watt University

Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography

Research Triangle Energy 
Consortium

Heriot-Watt University Georgetown University

Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution 

Heriot-Watt University

Governance Governance

Ecosystem Ecology

Mineralization Mineralization Governance

Oceans Direct Air Capture

Our 2021 reviewers
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Pre-purchase
tons of carbon removal

R&D grants
for specific, accelerative activities 

Purchase renewals
conditional upon achieving milestones

Expanded funding structures

NEW NEW



Stripe Climate businesses from 37 
countries

New projects, of which Stripe is the 
first customer for 4

Committed in total, with $2.75m funded 
today and $5.25m in conditional 
purchase renewals

2K+
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6$8m

Summary of 2021 purchases 



Portfolio
Carbon Removal







Takeaways
Carbon Removal
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Some approaches are making great progress
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2020 2021

14*

26

But the field is growing too slowly

Stripe Climate Applications

*Excludes projects that did not meet our permanence criteria (ie forestry, etc.)
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We need more creative attempts
● CDR isn’t just DAC 

○ There are promising approaches in: 
○ Macroalgae 
○ Ocean electrochemistry
○ Surface mineral weathering
○ and more!

● These companies need derisked demand for permanent sequestration: 
○ Compliance markets can play a critical role helping companies down the cost curve and up the 

volume curve 
● There aren’t nearly enough companies today

○ Regulatory incentives and government procurement of non-EOR sequestration are critical to 
quickly establish the carbon removal industry


